Introduction
The launch of the Ørsted satellite has considerably changed the way magnetic models are constructed, or more specifically, the way magnetic measurements are selected. For the 8th generation of IGRF (previously IGRF 2000) , main-field candidate models relied on spatially incomplete datasets, resulting in errors that were too large to be ignored. The situation is now different, as an unprecedented and geographically complete dataset is available. Due to the very large number of magnetic measurements, it is possible to apply very strict data selection criteria. In this context, we chose to derive a model for epoch 2000.0 from selected measurements provided by the Ørsted satellite at the time of this study. Then, this model was extrapolated back to epoch 1995.0 using a secular-variation model derived from monthly mean observatory data.
Data selection criteria
In order to avoid outliers, a first check was done on the raw dataset, using a procedure based on the first and second time derivatives (Langlais et al., 1999) . A three-step standard selection was done in order to minimise the external magnetic field contributions. First, the effects of field-aligned currents were reduced, by using only scalar measurements above 50
• absolute geomagnetic latitude. Then, a selection was done with respect to magnetic activity indices. Only data corresponding to periods characterised by the following geomagnetic indices were kept: K p(t) ≤ 1+ and K p(t − 3h) ≤ 2− ; |Dst (t)| ≤ 5 nT and |d Dst (t)/dt| ≤ 3 nT/h. Finally, a local-time selection was applied. Only measurements acquired in the "real shadow side" of the Earth (data acquired when the satellite is in the shadow of the Earth) were selected, which is a more restrictive criteria than the classical local time 22:00-06:00 selection (Chambodut et al., 2003) .
The number of data was important (see Table 1 ). In order to ensure a data distribution in space and time that is as regular as possible, we decimated data over the globe for each two-month interval. An equiangular grid of 5
• × 5
• was defined. One measurement per bin was then randomly selected. These two-month data files were merged. In this way, we reduced the initial number of data but maintained a regular distribution in space and time.
A homogenisation scheme was then used. An equiangular grid of 3
• × 3
• was defined and up to ten measurements per bin were randomly selected. For absolute geomagnetic latitudes below 50
• , scalar measurements were used only if vector measurements were missing. In order to counterbalance the denser data distribution near the poles, a geographic weighting scheme was applied, by weighting each measurement by the sine of its colatitude. We combined the geographic weighting scheme with an anisotropic one based on the attitude uncertainty. This is related to a poorer determination of the rotation angle around the pointing axis of the Star Imager (SIM) for the Ørsted satellite (Holme, 2000) . Error angles were set to 10 arcsec for the direction along the SIM axis, and to 60 arcsec for the perpendicular direction.
Modelling
The candidate main-field model for epoch 2000.0 was obtained in a two-step procedure. Using a selected and homogenised dataset, a first rough model was computed up to degree/order 29 for internal field, 10 for secular varia- tion and 2 for external field, with a first degree/order Dst dependence. The Gauss coefficients were estimated by an iterative least-square fit. They were then used to predict the magnetic field for all measurement locations. This allowed us to refine the data selection, by only keeping data for which absolute residuals were lower than 5 nT for each component. We applied the homogenisation procedure to the new selected dataset, introducing new data into bins which were previously depleted by the 5 nT selection criteria. Geographical and time distributions of the resulting dataset are shown on Figs. 1 and 2, and the numbers of scalar and vector measurements, before and after the selection with respect to the preliminary model, are given in Table 1 .
The spherical harmonic analysis was done up to degree/order 20 for internal field, 10 for secular variation and 2 for external field, with a first degree/order Dst dependence. Secular-variation terms for n = 9 and n = 10 were imposed, using values of model Ø19992000 SVM . The root mean square residuals of this final model are given in Table 2 . Our candidate models for DGRF 2000 and for IGRF 2000-2005 secular variation were truncated versions of this final model, up to degree/order 13 for the main field and up to degree/order 8 for the secular variation.
A Candidate Main-Field Model for the DGRF 1995
Our candidate main-field model for DGRF 1995 was calculated retrospectively from candidate main-field model for epoch 2000, by applying a secular-variation correction over the 1995-2000 period. Details of the secular-variation model, based on observatory annual means, are now presented.
Observatory data
First, annual main-field models were computed, using observatory annual means. These models were thereafter used to derive annual secular-variation models. These main-field models were based on a constant geographical observatory distribution over the entire 1995-2000 interval. Time series from 1994.5 to 2000.5 were used, but time series back to 1979.5 were examined whenever possible, in order to check the time series measurements consistency (by plotting the time series of the annual means). This also helped us to double-check the crustal biases (see below). Only 112 observatories provided annual mean values from 1994.5 to 2000.5. A jump was applied for TUC in 1996, and data for SYO were interpolated for 1997.5 and 2000.5. The final observatory geographical distribution is plotted and described in Fig. 3. 
Modelling parameters 3.2.1 Crustal corrections
Satellite-based models computed by Langlais et al. (2003) were used to predict values for epoch 2000.0 at each observatory location. The models used were denoted Ø19991112 and Ø20000102. The crustal corrections were derived by comparing these predicted values, up to degree n = 13, and the 1999.5 and 2000.5 mean values. No significant difference was found when comparing these biases with biases for 1980.0 based on the M19791112 and M19800102 models of .
Weights
Because of the poor data distribution (Northern hemisphere lands better covered), it was necessary to use an adequate weighing scheme that counterbalances this uneven geographical distribution. The complete weighting scheme is described in Langlais and Mandea (2000) : for each observatory, a mean index is computed, inversely proportional to the distance between this observatory and the closest one in each of the four North-East, North-West, South-West and South-East quarters. A maximum distance, equal to: 2πa/2n (where a = 6371.2 km, the mean radius of the Earth, and n the maximum degree of the spherical harmonic expansion) was set so that isolated observatories were not assigned weights that were too high. Each annual main-field model was based on the same weighted data distribution.
Modelling
Seven main-field models were obtained, up to degree and order 8. Associated rms values between annual means and predictions were about 40/45 nT each year. Without crustal corrections, these rms values were about 230 nT. From these seven main-field models, six secular-variation models were computed (from 1995.0 to 2000.0) . In order to test these models, a sum of the six annual secular-variation model for period 1994.5-2000.5 was derived, which was used to predict the observed variations. The rms differences between observations and predictions were equal to 1.63, 1.71 and 1.58 nT/yr for theẊ ,Ẏ andŻ components, respectively. In only four observatories (BLC, BOU, DRV and MIR) the differences between observed and predicted variations were larger than 3 nT/yr for two of the three components (see Fig. 3 ). Finally, a mean 1995-2000 secular-variation model was computed up to degree and order 8. For degrees 9 and 10 the a priori secular-variation coefficients were imposed. Secular-variation energy spectra of this final model is compared to some others, in Fig. 4 . The overall pattern is similar, but some large differences appear particularly with the secular-variation model of the IGRF 2000. The model we proposed is obviously nearest to the model Ø19992000 SVM used in the present study as a priori secular-variation model. Applying this secular variation to our candidate main-field model for be due to the fact that mainly land measurements were used in deriving the corresponding IGRF. The plots (Fig. 5) show that the differences vary from about ±300 nT in Z component to ±150 nT in X or Y component. The spatial distribution of residuals reflects the observatory positions at the surface of the Earth. As an example, above Europe, residuals are negligible, while they dramatically increase in South Pacific or Atlantic area, where there are fewer or no observatories. For epoch 2000.0, the residuals are lower. The plots (Fig. 6) show that the differences vary from about ±60 nT in Z component to ±20 nT in X or Y component. The differences between models for epoch 1995.0 are about one order of magnitude greater than the differences between models for epoch 2000.0. This is not surprising as accurate vector satellite measurements were used for IGRF 2000.
The satellite information has greatly improved our knowledge of the recent short-term secular variation. However, there is still the problem of extrapolation into the past five years, as the secular variation itself has a temporal variation of a few nT/yr 2 . Our candidate models were incorporated into the 9th generation IGRF produced in 2003.
